Moving Forward with Strong Synergy

Vision: To be a REGIONAL LEADER in the integrated consulting and related businesses
By integrating its expertise and experience with Advanced TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTIC
Technologies, TEAM GROUP delivers services in five sectors. From master planning to construction supervision,

TEAM GROUP’s services entail the projects on mass
transit system, rail and road systems, freight transport,
water transport, aviation, as well as traffic engineering
and logistics.
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We deliver services in all dimensions of water resource
development covering basin-wide water resource
management and development, irrigation and water
supply, drainage and flood prevention, hydro power
plant, and coastal engineering.
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The Four Engines of TEAM GROUP
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We offer one-stop solutions in environmental
management from strategic environmental
assessment, initial environmental impact study
and analysis, environmental impact assessment,
social and health impact assessment, environmental
management planning, resettlement action planning,
and social development planning.

BUILDING AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Not only data survey and database development,
and strategic planning, our integrated knowledge,
experience, and technologies also enable us to
deliver services in project study, analysis, design,
management, and construction supervision for urban
& industrial development as well as various types of
building and infrastructure projects.

ENERGY
Our services include power system development, oil &
gas industry development, traditional (fossil-fuel) and
renewable energy technology, energy conservation,
clean energy.

GOVERNMENTAL SECTOR

PRIVATE SECTOR

We provide the integrated consulting services from project formulation
to implementation and maintenance in the areas of transportation and
logistics, water engineering, environment, building and infrastructure,
energy, management and training, area development, and advanced
technology.

We are entrusted by private enterprises of various scales in integrated
consulting services including transportation and logistics, water engineering,
environmental management, environmental engineering, management
and training, and communications and public participation, covering
project formulation and development, construction supervision, and project
management to ensure efficient project implementation.

INTERNATIONAL MARKET
We intend to enhance quality and efficiency of our services for clients
developing projects in Lao PDR, Cambodia, Myanmar, and Vietnam, as
well as in other ASEAN countries and Timor-Leste.

RELATED BUSINESSES
We are prompt to deliver one-stop services in the related businesses
including education and training, 3D design (BIM), drone-based aerial
photography and mapping, energy-related business, and instrumentation.

Embracing the values of SERVICE, QUALITY, and TEAMWORK, our affiliates are eager to integrate their multidisciplinary expertise to
deliver quality services in response to the diverse needs of the clients and ensure their optimum benefits.

Regional Network

Firmly established as the largest integrated consulting group in Thailand, TEAM GROUP is now expanding into the
regional markets, both in ASEAN and other Asian nations.

